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Kurv™ Bench
The Kurv bench features classic
design with simple, timeless form.
Metal, wood, glass and upholstered
options provide an eclectic mix of
materials that come together to
create an elegant approach to bench
seating.
This contemporary collection is not
only versatile and flexible but is also
a beautiful example of exceptional
craftsmanship and quality.
The Kurv bench provides an arched
back support, smooth lines and
contours and clean architectural
style. Offered in straight or angled
configurations with standard or
tufted upholstery, the Kurv bench
adds attractive inspiration to any
environment.
Designed by Boss Design.

Specifications

Kurv Bench
Kurv Chair
29W 29D 33H (backless)
48, 60, or 78W
24 or 29D 17H

Kurv Bench
(wood back)
48, 60, or 78W
29D 33H

Kurv’s back support tube
is tapered to follow the
curve of the bench back and
attaches from the front with a
single, flush-mounted bolt.

Learn more about
Kurv Bench

The glass table offers a
sophisticated option for your
table display. Also available in
a wood veneer beveled top.

Optional quilted tufting offers
a unique aesthetic and adds
elegant, upscale appeal to the
Kurv Bench.

Printed on FSC® certified paper
using only vegetable-based inks,
including metallics. Please recycle.
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Kurv Bench
(upholstered back)
48, 60, or 78W
29D 34H

Kurv Corner
Kurv Corner
Table (wood)
Seat (upholstered)
26W 26D 13H 29W 29D 17H

Kurv Bench with
Glass Table
(backless, wood or
upholstered back)
78W 29D 34H

